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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Because stainless steel is easily cleaned and does not rust under normal
conditions, it is the preferred metal for food processing machines used in
wet environments. A little-known fact about stainless steel is that it is prone
to unique types of corrosion when the metal is exposed to a specific set of
environmental factors. These corrosion producing conditions can exist during
the operation of stainless-steel batch retorts and are not easily realized or
recognized. Unless steps are taken to identify, reduce, or eliminate the causes
of corrosion, batch retorts may have their service lives cut short, resulting in
production disruptions and the need for early replacement of affected vessels.
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There are three different types of corrosion
normally found in stainless-steel retorts. The
most insidious is stress corrosion cracking
(SCC), sometimes called chloride stress
corrosion cracking. Once stainless steel
begins cracking, the damage is permanent
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accelerates SCC when the corrosive
conditions exist. There is no remediation
for SCC affected metal once it has started.
Removing a weakened section and welding in
a new one is often ineffective as it just adds
more heat and stress to the already affected
area. The retort becomes unrepairable when
the problem is in advanced stages.
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The third type of stainless-steel corrosion
commonly found in stainless retorts is pitting.
When pitting corrosion has progressed, it is
visible to the naked eye and sometimes is in
open areas that are easier to see - but not
always. Pitting does not always follow a set
of rules on why one area is pitted, and one
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All three of the corrosion reactions mentioned
above have chlorides as a common
denominator in starting and continuing the
corrosion within the retort and retort utility
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retort fills and empties cycle after cycle, the
concentration of chlorides in the cracks rises
and becomes even more corrosive, enlarging
or undermining the crevice and weakening the

Chlorides in the retort cannot be seen by the
naked eye, only the by-products of corrosion
and then only by trained personnel. Water and

chloride and PH control of the water, along
with training of operations personnel and
preventive maintenance monitoring.
The first step in remediation is an audit
of the filling operation to understand the
products being retorted and how the packages
are conveyed into the retort. Testing the
chemistry of the incoming steam and retort
water should also be undertaken. And an
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Potential repairs and/or modifications
to retorts and the utility support system
based on current level and/or rates of
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After corrective actions are in place, follow-
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are within expectations. Routine audits,
water treatment analysis, retort evaluation,
and training are investments needed to keep
retort room workers safe from corrosioninitiated hazards, to produce products
of the highest quality possible, and to
maintain production at high efficiency levels
throughout the projected life of the retorts.
For information on the issues of corrosion
in stainless steel and the Allpax 40-point
inspection initiative, call 888-893-9277, or
visit Allpax at www.Allpax.com.
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